Improving tissue preparation for matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization mass spectrometry imaging. Part 1: using microspotting.
Nowadays, matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization mass spectrometry imaging (MALDI MSI) is a powerful technique to obtain the distribution of endogenous and exogenous molecules within tissue sections. It can, thus, be used to study the evolution of molecules across different physiological stages in order to find out markers or get knowledge on signaling pathways. In order to provide valuable information, we must carefully control the sample preparation to avoid any delocalization of molecules of interest inside the tissue during this step. Currently, two strategies can be used to deposit chemicals, such as the MALDI matrix, onto the tissue both involving generation of microdroplets that will be dropped off onto the surface. First strategy involves microspraying of solutions. Here, we have been interested in the development of a microspotting strategy, where nanodroplets of solvent are ejected by a piezoelectric device to generate microspots at the tissue level. Such systems allow one to precisely control sample preparation by creating an array of spots. In terms of matrix crystallization, a microspotting MALDI matrix is hardly compatible with the results by classical (pipetting) methods. We have thus synthesized and studied new solid ionic matrixes in order to obtain high analytical performance using such a deposition system. These developments have enabled optimization of the preparation time because of the high stability of the printing that is generated in these conditions. We have also studied microspotting for performing on-tissue digestion in order to go for identification of proteins or to work from formalin fixed and paraffin embedded (FFPE) tissue samples. We have shown that microspotting is an interesting approach for on tissue digestion. Peptides, proteins, and lipids were studied under this specific preparation strategy to improve imaging performances for this class of molecules.